


An elegant blend o f  the t imeless and the daring . . .

 

In Your Sight far out on the Horizon endless Opportunities await.
Your Soul is filled with Excitement in Light of the Journey you have started. 
Your Hunger for Discovery feeds on Your Sense of Independence and 
Freedom.

Philosophy

On Your Mind: Determination, Courage, Perseverance.

On your Wrist: A Watch of Matt Arend.

MA183 Andaluz



A Matt Arend Timepiece displays a series of time related functions such 
as Year, Month, Day of the Month, Day of the Week, Hour, Minute and 
Second. Most of our Watches are powered by a mechanical automatic 
movement.In addition a Self-Winding Option on the Crown is available on 
our Non Quartz powered Models.

The following pages will illustrate how to set the various functions on 
our Series of Timepieces and how to use the features of the mechanical 
movement Of our watches.

How to Use Our Watches

MA319 Xcalibur Gold



2x

To adjust Hour and Minute gently pull out the crown 2 notches and turn it
Clock- or counterclockwise.

Setting The Time

E.T.A Chronomaster



 

Date

MonthDay of  the 
Week

Push the respective Button on the Side of the Watch repeatedly to
Adjust the Date, Month and Day of the Week.

Setting Date, Month and Day of the Week

MA303 Midnight Explorer



  

Month

Year

Setting the Month and Year on Select Models

On select Models the Calendar Year and Month can be adjusted.
As these adjustments are not made frequently, they are done by 
inserting a sharp Tool (needle) inside the respective adjustment spot on 
the left side of the watch.

MA299 Milano



 

Rotate 20-30 Times 
untill Resistance felt

Winding our mechanical Watches
Most Matt Arend Timepieces have a mechanical automatic movement and
a manual self-winding Mechanism.The Movement winds itself automatically
while you wear it by movement of your wrist.Additionally you can wind the
movement manually by rotating the crown whilst it is in its original position
(pushed in).To do so, rotate the crown upwards 20-30 times until you feel a
resistance while turning.

Caution: Over winding of the mechanism will damage the movement.

Automatic Winding Self Winding on the Crown

MA307 St. Croix



Warranty

The Matt Arend Timepieces Warranty Program reflects our Commitment 
to our Customers and our Product.As a Matt Arend Timepiece’s customer, 
you enjoy the advantages of an extended 12-month warranty, which is 
valid worldwide for all watches sold. The international warranty covers 
all material and manufacturing defects that already existed at 
the time of purchasing your watch.

During the one-year warranty period, you are entitled to have any 
defect repaired free-of-charge that affects the internal workings of 
the watch (movement).

During the warranty period and by presenting the valid warranty certificate, 
you will have the right to have any defect on the movement repaired free 
of charge. In the event that repairs will not restore the normal conditions of 
use of your watch, Matt Arend Timepieces guarantees its replacement by 
a watch of identical or similar characteristics. The warranty for the 
replacement watch ends twelve (12) months after the date of purchase
of the replaced watch.

MA343 Mercury


